
Feature Development Roadmap



GUIDES FOR DEVELOPMENT
➤ Users: People who want to give 

and receive gifts, local 
businesses that want to 
empower customers to give gift 
cards to their businesses. 

➤ Goals: To encourage 
spontaneous and scheduled 
gifting in a surprising and 
delightful way.
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Use Social Interactions to suggest 
who to gift.

Build thank you button feature.

Enable video and photo features

Provide a cost range for items at 
merchant.

Location Ping notification when user 
is nearby the restaurant.

Provide more context in gift 
message.

Power User Merchant Suggestion 
Form

Reward users if their 
recommendations are chosen.

Develop Social Plugin with 
merchants that allows users to buy a 
gift card through Merchant’s 
Facebook page. 

Page with complete list of vendors 
by area.
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My friend/colleague has really gone 
above and beyond. I should give 
them something.

Maybe I’ll send a GiftBomb!

That was a nice gesture, I feel valued.

I should thank them!

Oh yeah I have that gift Bomb!

Who will I go with?

How expensive is the place? How far 
will this gift go?

Wow! How thoughtful! They 
remembered what I said!

Oh, I have to be at the restaurant to 
get the code.

I’ll have to plan a time to go there.

How does this work?

They will not be expecting this!

I remember how they told me they 
love Bahn Mi sandwiches

Lu’s Sandwich is down the road and 
could be a regular place for them!

I’m glad I got to work with them.

I want to wow them so that they can’t 
help but refer me!

What gifts could be appropriate?
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Feelings of generosity grow into desire 
to show appreciation for business

Unsure what to give Thinks of a local gift card to 
help client get to know the 
area

Excited to share a favorite 
place Client recieves message 

theat they have recieved gift, 
clicks the link

Gives Gift Tries to redeem, realizes they 
need a store code, sets aside 
until later.

Remembers they have a gift 
waiting

Plans a time to go to the 
location

Goes to location, decides 
what to get

Prompted to tip generously, 
but unable to use gift bomb 
for tips

Feels grateful for gift bomb, 
appreciated by realtor

Sends thank you message to 
realtor

Realtor sees thank you 
message, knows that it was 
meaningful

Homeowner thinks of giving 
gift to another person in their 
life

Remembers Gift bomb as a 
unique way to show 
appreciation

Gift Sender Journey Map



FEATURES FOR DEVELOPMENT

Feature Dev. 
Time

Custom Text Message Content 1 wk.

Location Reminder to Redeem 3 wks.

Bulk Gift Bomb Purchase 3 wks.

Strategic Feature Selection 
After understanding the vision and needs of the business and its users, our team 
developed a large pool of ideas and submitted them to the business to review their 
priority and the estimate their cost of development. With this information in mind the 
team then culled the ideas with group voting.  To evaluate the top 10 ideas we 
surveyed Giftbomb users using a Kano analysis to select most needed features.  
 
The three suggested features to the right were selected based on a their ability to 
attract new users and build loyalty with current users. A custom text message content 
feature will build trust with potential new users and increase adoption rates. A location 
reminder to redeem will help reduce the amount of time between receipt and 
redemption. This will ensure that the wow factor has not worn off by the time the 
Giftbomb is used.  The final feature allows current users to easily share Giftbomb with 
more people by streamlining the process of sending gifts to multiple people.

Beyond the scope of the 6-8 week development timeframe, the most important 
features the user survey revealed were the ability to suggest businesses, the ability to 
share your Giftbomb experience across social networks, and the ability to “Rebomb”  
a gift you received to another friend.



CUSTOM TEXT MESSAGE CONTENT

1. In settings, the user can click 
the add button to customize 
the message Giftbomb sends 
out with their invitation text 
message. 

2. The user has entered a custom 
message to the invitation text 
message. This adds 
personalization and the user’s 
unique voice, but can be 
general enough for all 
recipients. 

3. Here is the custom message, 
with the users preset greeting.

1.

2.

3.



BULK GIFTBOMB PURCHASE
1. The user is able to select multiple contacts to select at once. 

2. The user is reminded how many contacts they have selected as the user 
selects a merchant and are choosing their gift amount. 

3. The list of users selected to be Giftbombed is shown in the completed 
Send dialogue box. 

4. The number of Giftbombs to be purchased is again shown in-line with 
the corresponding item total. 

5. The order confirmation shows multiple names from those selected, 
confirming that the gift bombs were purchased for multiple people.

Aaron Berg, Aaron Silva, Adeab A…  Aaron Berg, Aaron Silva, Adeab A…  

Exitsting Add Message Flow

x4

Choose friend(s)

1.

2.

Aaron Berg, Aaron Silva, Adeab A…  

80.00x480.00

80.60

x4

Aaron Berg, Aaron Silva, Adeab A…  3.

4.

5.



Receive a notification when you are near a 
merchant for which you have a Giftbomb.

Location Reminders

You have a Giftbomb to Black Sheep Pizza, 
which is nearby!

LOCATION REMINDER TO REDEEM

1. The user enters the location radius 
of a merchant they have an 
unredeemed Giftbomb for, receive a 
notification reminding them of the 
gift from their friend. This will help 
lower the average time before 
redemption. 

2. In user settings, user can flip a 
toggle switch to activate or de-
activate this feature.

1.
2.



THANK YOU!

Tom deBruynQuestions?: Please contact me. tom@tomdebruyn.com

mailto:tom@tomdebruyn.com

